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he GM thanked the hare and said it would be automatic hash shit
due to the autos coming through the circle on a corner of Manik Dam
but for me SC came clean and upfront said...lads it's a bloody hard
Run all the way up to the top and just as bad coming down...he's got
my vote for good Run!

RETURNS in...Just the one (is it high season yet?) Welcome!

VIRGINS in...Four Frogs..they are wet as a race and went home even
wetter!

VISITING HASHER in...Just the one...Monster Tits...from a Hash
somewhere in the world, sorry I forgot to ask but thanks for coming!

RUN OFFENSES...BA up first and got the Hare and Fungus in...BA
saw Fungus go up to the top then never saw him again. Well BA ,
Fungus is that fast! Manneken Pis in as BA saw him short cut at least

3 times! No change there then MP!
GM got Gorgeous You Wanker in
for wearing not only new shoes but he was completely colour co-
ordinated from tip to toe (Scotsman , spending money? must of 
been a set of give-aways!) Manneken Pis gets No Hope in as he had
said to MP ..don't go there it's the walk..can't tell blue from coloured
paper..even though NH lays more paper than the rest of us put 
together! No Hope calls for Minnie Mouse and demonstrates ( well 
sort of) how MM was running, with her legs wide open..must be 
looking for the young boys or trying to catch flies! OOH don't go 
there! Bullet Rash gets in the Hare and Blue Harlot. BH was lost 
four times but then he was on all fours most of the time, no wonder 
he was lost! Gorgeous You Wanker calls for Barbara Woodhouse as 
they are Hares next week and GYW tells us that he did half the Run 
and BW did the other..problem was they didn't meet up and the 
walk didn't link up to the Run..sounds like a cock up to me! He then

went on to tell us that BW walked into a snake and shat himself...now where has he done that before? 
Answers to SADG! Lucky Lek gets in the Hare to complain about missing HHH signs on the road and 
for the laager site...next week we are going to give LL Lemmings white stick! Butt Swollower gets in 
Barbara Woodhouse and asks him, holding out a small fold up chair, who's is this chair? I don't know 
says BW..well it's mine and you have shat on it...BW is at it again!
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STEWARD... Birthless Boatie calls for all
the GM's since December 2000, since he
first joined the PHHH..BB then asks each
GM if they know his name as he has only
done 39 Runs in 15 years, take a beer if you
know it or a water if you don't..only 2 drank
beer! BB only got in on Friday and was
going to get his hair cut...then he saw
Rampant Rabbit's cut and thought better of
it! He then calls Singha in and tells us that
our big man is retiring from his restaurant at
the end of this year. He had a little get
together at his place a did a typical Scottish
dish..deep fried Mars Bar..Mind The Gap
thought it might make her tits a bit bigger
but it all went on her hips! Well done BB,
good spot don't leave it so long next time!

RUN SHIRTS...Gay Pig Fucker gets his 25 Run shirt. Both
Over AND And Done With got their 25 Run Shirts
(together..sweet!) a 50 Run shirt for Boring Cunt..well done to
you all...keep at it ..but you have to work hard to catch up with 
Flying Dickhead as he was presented with his 1000 RUN
SHIRT...what a land mark, well done FD!

GRAND MATTERESS...Nar Hee Man..calls in Minnie Mouse.
He heard that she was divorced and as it would of been Gay
Cowboys birthday today he brought her a fishing game set..to try
to catch a new man!

DEPARTURES in...just Minnie Mouse and Cartoon...just off
for a lovers break to make up..have a good time up north and
come back soon...together!

HARE in...JC tells us there are four reasons why SC should get
Hash Shit...none of them stood up so JC keeps the shit house pan around his neck! GM closes the 
circle!
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On On, Not Cleaver

See you all next week


